VCO Demo 1.0 Lessons Learned

Timeframe

3 Weeks was of course a rushed amount of time. For VCO 2.0, suggest more pre-planning and a longer runway to fit more in and more time for testing.

Missing Components

Things we weren’t able to add last time that would be good to add to VCO Demo 2.0:

- vOLT
- Mobile Services (Radio equipment, Vendors, Access)
- ODL interfacing with the fabric (service chains, VNFs on the fly)
- Next level Service Assurance (Netscout module)

Remote Access

Remote access to the lab via VPN has to be easier/faster to configure and use. “Teamviewer tool” was problematic

Key Challenges encountered and how were they overcome?

Other

Suggest we set up mailman mailing list for easier group communications